Pros and Cons of Tentative Clipping in Intracranial Aneurysm Surgery: Review of 867 Direct Clippings in Single Institution.
In direct aneurysm surgery, tentative clipping is frequently applied to facilitate aneurysm dissection. However, no systemic review on the pros and cons of tentative clipping has been conducted. This study aimed to investigate the efficacy and concerns of tentative clipping. A total of 867 direct clippings in 737 patients were performed to treat intracranial aneurysms between 1994 and 2015. We retrospectively investigated the frequency, purpose, location, and adequacy of tentative clipping. Tentative clipping was performed in 149 of the 867 aneurysms that were clipped (17.2%). The purpose of tentative clipping was to dissect an aneurysm in 141 (94.6%), separate the vessels from the surface of a sac in 5 (3.4%), and prevent slipping of the final clip in 3 (2.0%) cases. Further dissection revealed that tentative clipping completely excluded the blood flow into the aneurysm in 126 (84.6%) of the 149 cases and incompletely shut it out in 23 (15.4%) cases. Five (21.7%) of the 23 patients with incomplete clipping had intraoperative aneurysm ruptures subsequently. Tentative clipping facilitates dissection of the aneurysm sac from the surrounding structure but can occasionally lead to intraoperative rupture. Before applying tentative clips, surgeons should prepare for temporary clipping or additional tentative clipping in case of a rupture.